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Body Glove Safety™
Chase Ergonomics and Body Glove International, the world-renowned manufacturer of high-tech wetsuits, have
joined forces to produce a new line of personal protective equipment bearing the widely recognized Body Glove
hand logo. 

Specifically designed to appeal to sports-oriented and style-conscious end-users, the Body Glove Safety line offers
safety professionals a way to overcome the hurdles of employee acceptance and compliance: well-designed,
attractive personal safety equipment with snug sport styling and the Body Glove cachet.

The collaboration combines Body Glove’s 50 years of sportswear expertise with Chase’s clinically based PPE design
and patented Gelfôm®, Gelpact™ and Accupressure® technologies. New products include safety glasses, gel insoles
and knee, wrist and elbow supports fashioned from the new, truly breathable open-cell neoprene, TRADEWINDS.

ANSI Confirms International Anti-Vibration Glove Standard 
The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) confirmed a long-standing international anti-vibration glove
standard for the U.S. in Spring, 2002. Buyers now have a way to determine if the anti-vibration gloves they
purchase actually offer protection that meets the stringent ISO and ANSI standard. Decade® full-finger work gloves,
including the Premium, Drivers Style, Polar-Gard® and new Summerweight gloves, contain patented anti-vibration
Gelfôm pads, which have been independently tested 
and proven to outperform the requirements of the standard. 

The University of Iowa Spine Research Center and Accupressure
During OSHA ergonomic hearings in 2000, OSHA wrote "OSHA’s review of the voluminous record on the back belt
issue shows that back belts may have protective effects in certain industrial settings, such as sudden unexpected
loading of the spine." 
Federal Register, November 14, 2000, Vol. 65, No. 220 pg. 68363.

The Accupressure back support was developed after a landmark discovery found that risk of injury to back muscles
caused by sudden, unexpected events can be reduced when the external pressure of a back support is applied to
regions below the navel, around the lower back and pelvis. Developed by the Iowa Spine Research Center (ISRC) at
The University of Iowa and Chase Ergonomics, the Decade Accupressure Back Support features acupressure-effect
pads over the hip area, which direct and focus the support's pressure when the belt is tightened. The support reduces
excess back exertion during accidents by up to 46%.

The ISRC and Chase were co-applicants for the patent application held by the University of Iowa Research
Foundation (UIRF) and Chase. Chase has subsequently exclusively licensed UIRF's patent rights. 

A Medically Oriented Safety Products Company
Chase Ergonomics®, Inc.

©2003 Chase Ergonomics, Inc.  Gelfôm, Gelpact, Accupressure and Decade are trademarks of Chase Ergonomics, Inc.;  
Body Glove Safety is a trademark of Body Glove International; Body Glove and the hand design are registered trademarks of Body Glove International; Polar-
Gard is a registered trademark of Saf-T-Gard International, Inc.
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Back Injuries are a Major Drain on U.S. Economy 
Twenty-five percent of lost-time injuries in 2000 were to the back. Work-related back pain 
kept 410,000 workers off the job, typically for a week or more.

According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), the trunk, including the back, was the 
body part most affected by disabling work incidents in every major industry division, except for
agriculture, forestry, and fishing. 1

The median cost of a lost-time injury, including medical and indirect lost productivity costs, will 
run a company slightly over $24,000. If a company generates a net profit of 7%, each lost-time 
back injury would require an offset increase in revenue of $343,000.2

To offset the drain of lost-time back injuries on U.S. productivity, the GNP in 2000 would have 
had to increase by $14 billion dollars. While 400,000+ injured people represent a terrible amount 
of pain and suffering, it is clear that the financial impact of these often-preventable injuries is 
equally staggering.

1 Bureau of Labor Statistics, "Current Injury, Illness, and Fatality Data", http://www.bls.gov/iif/home.htm, accessed 6/3//2002.
2 "Speaking Out"  Dr. Richard Fulwiler, CIH, CSHM, Technology Leadership Associates, Occupational Hazards, October, 2000.

Excerpted from "Lowering Occupational Back Injury Risk – Back Supports as Personal Protective Equipment", Gary D.

Shumate, The Grey House Safety & Security Directory, Vol. 1, pp. 243-245, 2003 Grey House Publishing, Millerton N.Y.

Key features you’ll find in Decade brand back supports
• All-way-stretch elastic primary belt

• Spring steel boning stays with  dielectric1 coating

• 4” wide elastic cinch straps

• Triple lock closure on cinch straps

• Two-way-stretch binding, rubberized interior stay pockets

-conforms to body shape, placing the boning stays in the correct position on the lower back

-help support the spine and resist twisting; on most models, number increases with support size

-conforms stays to body shape; provides custom fit; woven (best) or knit elastic materials

-provides extra cinch power when attempting heavier lifts2 (standard on many models)

-locks the support in place on the body; locates stays and prevents ‘ride-up’

1ASTM test results available on request   2NIOSH maximum acceptable lift under ideal conditions is 51 lbs.

LowerBack ProtectionLowerBack Protection

How to wear a back support . . . correctly
• Wear it over the first layer of clothing–such as a shirt or t-shirt–but not over a vest or jacket. 
There should be no bulk between the support and the back.
• Wear it LOW on the back, where low back pain occurs. In the front, the top of the support should be
approximately one inch below the navel. It should cover the lumbar vertebrae (tailbone) in the back.

• If wearing an Accupressure® back support, be certain the hip pads rest centered (front-to-back)
over the hips.
• Keep the support fastened and cinched in a comfortable position throughout the workday. 

Decade back supports can help avoid all back injuries, not just lifting injuries. 
• For a planned heavier lift, use the triple lock feature. Remember, a back support does not allow you to
lift more weight. NIOSH recommends a limit of 51 pounds maximum lift weight under ideal conditions.



Velcro is a registered trademark of Velcro Industries  

ACCUPRESSURE® BACK SUPPORT
48030 (Black) Patent Pending

University research led to a new level of
understanding of how lower backs function.
With this research, Accupressure back supports
were developed, bringing a unique technological
solution to market and a new level of lower back
protection to working people.

• Proprietary acupressure-effect pad made with
composite lightweight materials works
biomechanically to reduce the over-reaction of
the back muscles during an unexpected
loading event (see page 3)

• High density woven elastic cinch straps give
superior performance consistent over long-
term use

• Triple Lock cinch strap feature

• Variable number of spring steel orthopedic
boning stays according to support size

• Quick-release shoulder straps provide
flexibility and safety for wearers

Lower Back Protection

LUMBAR LOCK®

45030 (Black), 45080 (PowerBright®)

• High density woven elastic cinch and shoulder straps
• Golden Grip one-way Velcro® closures give positive lock,

extend product life by
reducing wear

• Primary belt width
increases with size

• Triple-locking cinch
strap provides extra
support for planned lifts

• Consistent, long term
performance

LOW PROFILE
46030 (Black), 46080 (PowerBright) 

• High density woven elastic cinch straps
• Golden Grip one-way

Velcro closures extend
product life

• Exclusive, durable, easy-
grip leather cinch pulls

• Primary belt width - 8”
• Excellent durability

INDUSTRIAL
46430 (Black), 46480 (PowerBright)

• Industrial knit elastic cinch
and shoulder straps

• Molded HTH Velcro closures
for superior performance

• Primary belt width - 8”
• Shoulder strap guides adjust

for best fit
• Triple Lock cinch feature

HIPHUGGER®

45330 (Black), 45380 (PowerBright)

• Patented adjustable Velcro sizing feature accommodates 
hip-to-waist variance for custom fit

• High-rise cut allows for comfortable use while seated
• High density woven elastic cinch and shoulder straps
• Front shoulder strap

placement adjustable with
Velcro tabs

• Rugged, highly
customizable support

CADET®

46530 (Black), 46580 (PowerBright)

• High-rise cut in front for added comfort while seated
• Knit elastic cinch and

shoulder straps 
• 4 - 6 spring steel

orthopedic boning stays
• Ideal for high turnover

positions, light industrial
activities

POWERBRIGHT® ORANGE OPTION
• Available on Lumbar Lock, Low Profile, HipHugger, 

Industrial, Featherweight and Cadet back support models
• Reflective options also available 
• Perfect for situations where

traffic is a potential hazard
• High-vis orange primary

panel, binding, cinch and
shoulder straps

ACCUPRESSURE Sizes
XSmall 23” - 27”

Small 28” - 32”

Medium 33” - 37”

Large 38” - 44”

XLarge 45” - 51”

XXLarge 52” - 56”

XXXLarge 57” - 62”

Sizes differ from other 
supports in order to place the

pad correctly on the hips.
Measure around the hips just

below the navel.

U.S. Patent No. 5,548,843

800-621-5436 2
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The Accupressure® Back Support
From the Biomedical Engineering and Occupational & Environmental

Health Departments at The University of Iowa, 2003.

"Our research . . . evaluating the mechanical role of lumbar supports

strongly suggests that lumbar supports produce a calming effect on the

lumbar musculature’s response to sudden loads applied at the hands or

chest. As such, lumbar supports can act as a barrier, reducing the body’s

tendency to over-react to an applied sudden load."1

Based on this research, The Spine Research Center at The University 

of Iowa worked with Chase Ergonomics, Inc. on the development of 

the Accupressure Back Support. 

Sudden loads on the spine occur during an unplanned (or accidental)

event, and cause back muscles to overreact to a surprise by expending

mean muscle forces which are on average 70% greater than the forces

expended during a planned or expected loading of the spine. Anyone 

who has stepped off a curb that is higher or lower than expected has

experienced sudden spinal loading, and won’t be surprised to learn 

that excess back muscle contraction is the first incident triggering 

approximately 30% of all lower back injuries.

Testing has proven that the Accupressure, with its unique "pressure

bumps" concentrated over targeted areas, creates the calming effect

described in the above study. In tests at the Spine Research Center, 

Accupressure reduced the over-contraction of back muscles by up to 

39% in men and 46% in women. Significant reduction of back muscle

fatigue over a work cycle was also recorded. 

1 "Use of lumbar supports allows for a hierarchy of controls in combating back injuries", 
David G. Wilder, PhD, PE, CPE. Associate Professor, Biomedical Engineering Department, 
College of Engineering, Occupational & Environmental Health Department, 
College of Public Health, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa, 2003.



Lower Back Protection

Other options available on most back supports include:
Logo/message

Include your company’s logo or safety
message. Silkscreened or sewn-label 
options available.

Golden Grip one-directional hook and loop
closure on cinch and primary panels

Fluorescent orange knit elastic shoulder straps 
and cinch straps

3M reflective strips on fluorescent shoulder straps 
and cinch straps

Reflexite® strips on fluorescent yellow cinch straps

Removable and detachable shoulder straps

Triple lock feature

Please call for a quote on any custom options you
may require. Most custom requests can be filled
by our Albuquerque, NM plant within 7-10 working days.

FEATHERWEIGHT
47037 (Black), 47087 (PowerBright Orange) 

• Open weave materials provide ventilation, light weight (8oz.)
• Broad size range – two

sizes fit all
• Front shoulder strap

placement adjustable 
with Velcro tabs

• Great for outdoor work 
in hot, humid climates

ALL ELASTIC
44030 (Black)

• Knit elastic primary panel,
cinch and shoulder straps

• Removable shoulder straps
with Velcro attachments

• Primary belt width - 9” 
• Ideal for those who prefer

heavier, more rigid feel

VENTED KNIT ELASTIC
44130 (Black)

• Unique knit pattern allows air
flow, yet provides firm support

• Knit elastic primary belt and
cinch straps

• Primary belt width - 9” 
• Removable shoulder straps with Velcro attachments

UNISIZE
410967BL (Black)

• One size fits most (XS-XXL)
• 9” width in back
• 6 spring steel orthopedic boning

stays
• Adjustable/detachable shoulder

straps

WHY CHOOSE TO WEAR
AN ELASTIC BACK SUPPORT
Extensive peer-reviewed research – scientific and
epidemiological – and powerful anecdotal
evidence have shown that elastic back supports
have an important place in a work related back
safety program. 

IMPORTANT FEATURES TO LOOK FOR
WHEN SELECTING A FLEXIBLE LUMBAR SUPPORT
Primary belt should:
• hold the orthopedic boning stays in the 

correct position on the lower back
• be of strong, breathable, open weave fabric 

for comfort
• stretch in all directions, return to its original size
• have two-way stretch binding on the edges
• fasten with a generous Velcro® closure
• increase in width in proportion to size.

Boning stays should:
• be of orthopedic-grade spring steel with dielectric coating
• flank the spinal column, not lie over it
• be almost the same length as the primary belt width
• increase in number as size of support increases 

Cinch strap should:
• be of woven elastic in a preferred double V-shaped strap
• cover at least 90% of stay length to shape stays to body

Shoulder straps help:
• keep the support handy during breaks or non-lifting periods 
• compliance—easy to tell if a required support is being worn
• adjust tension to a slightly stretched mode to prevent “blousing”

when bending
Shoulder straps are not suspenders and should not be adjusted 

so tightly that they pull the support up and out of position.

Shoulder Straps and Adjusters
• Keep support handy
• Assist in compliance–visual verification of use
• Keep straps properly and comfortably located
• Adjust for any body size

Primary Belt
• Lightweight power knit elastic
• Breathable—prevents heat buildup
• All-way stretch helps conform support to body

Cinch Strap
• Tightens support evenly around body
• Triple-lock option increases range of adjustment

and allows extra snugness for planned lifts.

Two-Way Stretch Binding
• Assures snug fit all around body
• Resists abrasion
• Vertically “locks” support low on hips

Hook and Loop Fastener
• Positive grip
• Durable, for long life

Stays
• Spring steel conforms to body shape
• Provide broad support for lower back
• Sewn into grip elastic pockets

Reflexite is a registered trademark of Reflexite NA  

800-621-5436 4
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Pain ReliefPain Relief
Wrist, Elbow, Joint Wraps, Supports and Braces
Occupational therapists often recommend over-the-counter analgesics
and use wraps, braces and supports to treat upper extremity strains,
sprains or repetitive task injuries. The most common choice of 
support to restrict range of motion or to relieve pain associated 
with inflammation and swelling around wrist and elbow joints is 
the simple elastic wrap bandage, readily available in any drug store.

The versatility of elastic bandages is also their main disadvantage:
often wrapped too tightly, the quality of the compression and support

supplied depends on the skill and knowledge of the person applying the wrap. 

Reduction or increase of swelling during the day or exposure to water may require
frequent, time-consuming rewrapping, and bandage ends may come loose and 
present dangerous entanglement hazards.

Easily adjusted Decade® elastics are specifically shaped and sized to provide the
right amounts of compression and support quickly and easily, no matter who puts
them on. Secure closures and sturdy construction mean there are no dangling straps,
threads or loose ends that might catch in machinery.

General guidelines for choosing Decade® braces, supports and wraps

Braces: Braces, such as our 15 and 30 degree splints, provide the highest degree of
restriction and most rigid support, sometimes with localized compression options.
May contain immobilizing pads or rigid adjustable splints. Splinted braces are 
usually recommended for overnight relief of pain, or on the advice of a physician.

Supports: Less restrictive than braces, but still provide beneficial restriction, usually
by redirecting stress away from sore muscles or joints. Allow more flexibility.

Wraps: Least restrictive products, used as a less bulky replacement for difficult to
adjust elastic bandages. Available in a wider variety of lengths, prices, and degrees 
of firmness. 

Once the necessary degree of restriction or compression has been established, 
consider flexibility, comfortable fit under clothing or gloves, product’s ability 
to retain or diffuse body heat, durability and washability.



Pain Relief
15° SPLINT WRIST BRACE
42001/42101 (Beige)

• Near-neutral position opens carpal
tunnel to its fullest for least
discomfort when using the wrist

• Rayon/cotton fabric blend with hook
and loop fasteners

• Sizes S - XL
• Left/Right hand models

AMBI WRIST BRACE WITH
ADJUSTABLE ANGLE SPLINT
42201 (Beige)
• Preset 15° splint angle is easily

adjustable to desired angle
• Fits either hand, economizing on

inventory
• Rayon/cotton fabric blend with 

hook and loop fasteners
• Sizes S - XL

30° SPLINT WRIST BRACE
42301/42401 (Beige)

• Excellent for sufferers of arthritic
wrist or finger joints, or for relief
from minor sprains or strains

• Rayon/cotton fabric blend with hook
and loop fasteners

• Sizes S - XL
• Left/Right hand models

LOW PROFILE WRIST BRACE
WITH POWER STRAP
41500 (Beige)
• Two-piece ambi support
• Thumbhole for proper placement
• 4” wraparound strap holds an

immobilizing pad on either 
front or back of the wrist,
allows tension adjustment

• Sizes XS - XL

ACTIVE SUPPORT WRIST BRACE
WITH POWER STRAP
41600/41700 (Beige)
• Two-piece support with wraparound strap

and immobilizer pad
• Four hook and loop closures for superb

custom fit and comfort
• Made of high quality rayon/cotton blend
• Sizes XS - XL
• Left/Right hand models

SINGLE AND DUAL TENSION
SPIRAL STAY WRIST SUPPORTS
34401/34406 (Single, Beige)
34431/34436 (Single, Black)
34531/34536 (Dual, Black)
• Spiral stays under wrist encourage 

neutral position, while special elastic
conforms support to the wrist

• Dual tension support also has stays
above the wrist for broader area of
compression, greater restriction of 
wrist movement

• Open finger design allows for complete
hand and finger dexterity

• Sizes S - XL
• Left/Right hand models
• Patented design

SEAMLESS SLIP-ON
WRIST SUPPORT
56201 (Beige)

• Circular knit elastic ambi support has 
no sewn seams to cause irritation 

• Rayon/cotton fabric blend
• Thumbhole keeps support in position
• Sizes S - XL

SLIP-ON WRIST SUPPORT
WITH THUMBHOLE
41400 (Standard, Beige)

• Fully-fashioned shape provides 
gentle ambidextrous support

• Thumbhole maintains proper position
• Cotton/rayon 
• Sizes XS - XL

SLIP-ON WRIST SUPPORT
41300 (Standard, Beige)
• Special shape provides support over wrist

area without restricting motion
• Easy slip-on ambi design
• Non-irritating, stretching seams
• Cotton/rayon blend fabric
• Sizes XS - XL

3” SEGMENTED WRIST WRAP
40009 (Beige) 
• Cool, segmented woven elastic fabric
• Hook and loop closure
• Double wrap design
• Unisize, ambidextrous

800-621-5436 6
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Pain Relief

ECONOMY SINGLE LOCK
WRIST WRAP
40139 (Black)
• Single, easy-to-adjust hook and loop closure 
• Polyester knit elastic fabric
• Unisize, ambidextrous

ECONOMY WRIST WRAP
41038 (Black)
• Popular knit wrap has a thumb loop to guide

support into proper position
• Provides support over full carpal area
• Comfortable even under gloves
• Unisize, ambidextrous

NAPPED WRIST WRAP
40101 (Beige) 40101-GR (Grey)
• Woven cotton blend fabric with napped 

finish accepts hook all around
• Excellent replacement for gauze wraps,

elastic bandages; unisize, ambidextrous

3” KNIT WRIST WRAP
40133 (Black, no thumb loop)
41660BL (Black, with thumb loop)
• Popular narrow width elastic wrap
• Wraps once for mild support
• Hook and loop closure
• Unisize, ambidextrous
• Thumb loop on 41660BL helps hold wrap 

in position over wrist

SEAMLESS SLIP-ON ELBOW SUPPORT
56101 (Beige)
56101L (Beige) w/Leather pad
• Circular knit, seamless-style

cotton/rayon blend elastic
• Shaped to maintain position on arm
• Flat serged edges stretch with support
• Gelpact® leather-covered bump pad

protects from “funny bone” and
other more serious injuries.

• Sizes S - XL

TENNIS ELBOW BRACES
43231 (Economy)
43232 (With Gelfôm®)
43232MG (w/Gelfôm)
53121 (Premium)
53221 (Standard)
• Tennis elbow supports and braces are 

used to provide immediate relief
from pain and allow muscles to relax
and heal while staying active

• Economy (43231) and Gelfôm (43232,
43232MG) models made with 2” wide
polyester webbing; unisize style

• Gelfôm padded versions combine
elbow support with cushioning from
vibration; unisize style

• Premium (53121) is neoprene with
suede outer, Standard (53221) uses
neoprene with cotton outer;
wishbone shape gives concentrated
support; three sizes available - Small,
Mid and Full

21/4” ELASTIC WRIST WRAP WITH THUMB LOOP
42290BL (Black)  
• Ultra thin woven elastic fits under cuffs or

work gloves
• 2.25" width ideal for smaller wrists
• Quick, easy hook and loop closure
• Thumb loop keeps wrap from sliding up arm
• Unisize, ambidextrous

43231

43232MG

43232

53121

53221

SEAMLESS SLIP-ON ANKLE BRACE
56001 (Beige)
• Specially knit cotton/rayon blend 

gives contoured fit
• Heel cutout maintains proper position
• Serged edges stretch with support  
• Sizes S - XL, fits left or right

TRAINERS STYLE ANKLE BRACE
46201 (Beige)
• Sewn from a single 4” elastic band
• Design eliminates heel ridges, seams
• No thicker than a sock in shoe or boot
• Cotton/rayon blend
• Sizes S - XL, fits left or right foot 

4” DOUBLE LOCK WRIST WRAP
40109 (Standard, Beige)
40239 (Economy, Black)

• Fits full carpal area for firm support
• Unique double-lock hook and loop closure

is easy to put on
• Unisize, ambidextrous
• Rayon/cotton standard model
• Economy model uses vented elastic fabric,

offers inexpensive alternative to elastic
bandages or gauze wraps
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Almost 20 years ago, in a Current Intelligence Bulletin (Pub. #83-110, 1983),
NIOSH noted that "Vibration syndrome has adverse circulatory and neural effects in
the fingers, the signs and symptoms include numbness, pain, and blanching (turning
pale and ashen). Of particular concern is evidence of advanced stages of vibration
syndrome after exposures as short as one year…"  

The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) confirmed a long-standing
international (ISO) anti-vibration glove standard for the U.S. in April, 2002. 
The standard establishes a means to evaluate the performance of full-fingered gloves
designed or marketed as anti-vibration or vibration reducing products. Buyers now
have a way to determine if the gloves they purchase actually offer protection that 
meets the ISO and ANSI standards. 

At this time, only two laboratories in the world (both in
Europe) are certified to test gloves for compliance with the
standard. When purchasing anti-vibration gloves, ask to see
independent, reliable confirmation of any anti-vibration
claims. Ask to see test results.

Decade® full-finger work gloves, including the Premium,
Drivers Style, Polar-Gard® and new Summerweight gloves,
contain patented anti-vibration Gelfôm® pads and have 
been independently tested and proven to outperform the
requirements of the standard. 

Call or email for a copy of our test results.

Key features
in Decade
Vibration
Reducing
Gloves &

Liners

• Gloves 

• Glove Liners

-our two leather styles — Drivers Style and Premium Work Gloves — 

are available in full- or half-finger variations and offer different cuff styles,

including attached wrist supports

-patented Gelfôm pad in palm and fingers for the ultimate in protection

-Kevlar stitching for burst-proof seams

-full-finger gloves meet ANSI S3.40-2002: ISO 10819: 1996 anti-vibration

glove standard and are CE-marked

-cool Spandex back for snug, low profile fit inside regular work gloves

-patented, molded Gelfôm pad in palm and fingers

-options include full- and half-fingers, wrist supports and leather palms

Vibration ProtectionVibration Protection

Kevlar is a registered trademark of the DuPont Company



DRIVERS STYLE VIBRATION REDUCING GLOVES
FULL-FINGER
49001/49101 (Tan)

• Leather shell gives excellent 
abrasion resistance and flexibility

• Meets ANSI S3.40 / EN ISO 10819 anti-
vibration glove standards; CE marked

• Glove includes patented molded 
Gelfôm® pad in palm and fingers

• All have binding color-coded by size
• Sizes S - XXL

HALF-FINGER
49201/49301 ( Tan)

• Durable leather shell for excellent wear
• Half-finger design gives cool comfort, 

full finger mobility
• Sizes S - XXL

PREMIUM VIBRATION REDUCING WORK GLOVES
FULL-FINGER, SAFETY CUFF
49402/49502 ( Tan)

• Cowhide shell gives superior abrasion
resistance and durability

• Extended cuff shields against sparks and
flying debris; allows quick removal

• Leather/foam pad gives extra protection
over knuckles

• Meets ANSI S3.40 / EN ISO 10819 anti-
vibration glove standards; CE marked; 

• Sizes M - XXL

FULL-FINGER W/SPORT CUFF
49802/49902 ( Tan)

• Top grain cowhide with leather/foam
knuckle pad

• Adjustable scoop back sport cuff
• Meets ANSI S3.40 / EN ISO 10819 anti-

vibration glove standards; CE marked; 
• Sizes M - XXL

HALF-FINGER W/SPORT CUFF
49602/49702 ( Tan)

• Complete finger mobility, cooler wearing
with half-finger design

• Sizes M - XXL

FULL-FINGER W/WRIST SUPPORT
49802w/49902w ( Tan)

• Top grain cowhide with leather/foam
knuckle pad

• Integral 4” elastic wrist support with 
stays to maintain neutral wrist position

• Meets ANSI S3.40 / EN ISO 10819 anti-
vibration glove standards; CE marked

• All have bindings color-coded by size
• Sizes M - XXL

HALF-FINGER W/WRIST SUPPORT
49602w/49702w ( Tan)

• Integral 4” elastic wrist support with 
stays to maintain neutral wrist position

• All have bindings color-coded by size
• Sizes M - XXL

FULL-FINGER W/WRIST SUPPORT
49001w/49101w ( Tan)

• Integral 4” width elastic wrist support and 
stays help hold wrist in neutral position.

• Meets ANSI S3.40 / EN ISO 10819 anti-
vibration glove standards; CE marked

• Sizes S - XXL

HALF-FINGER W/WRIST SUPPORT
49202w/49302w ( Tan)

• 4” width elastic wrist support with stays
helps hold neutral wrist position

• Durable leather shell for excellent wear
• Patented Gelfôm pad
• All styles use color-coded binding
• Sizes M - XXL

FULL-FINGER W/KNIT INNER CUFF
49001wn/49101wn ( Tan)

• Durable pigskin shell
• Knit wrist cuff sewn inside leather

gathered cuff to prevent debris entry
• Meets ANSI S3.40 / EN ISO 10819 anti-

vibration glove standards; CE marked
• Color-coded binding denotes size
• Sizes S - XXL

This chart compares Gelfôm Vibration Reducing Material 
with other pad materials currently being sold as anti-vibration.
Gelfôm was tested and certified in Europe to meet strict standards 
set there for worker protection. Our full-finger gloves are CE-marked as
meeting the EN ISO (and now ANSI) anti-vibration glove standard 10819. 
Testing was conducted at Delta Acoustics & Vibration in Denmark.
Dantest Certification: CE DK-0200-C.352

Vibration Protection

U.S. Patents 5,632,045 and 5,673,437.

9 800-621-5436
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GLOVE LINER W/WRIST SUPPORT
49031w/49131w (Full-finger)
49231w/49331w (Half-finger)

• Addition of 4” wrist support lends
stability to the wrist, helps maintain
neutral position

• Spandex back for low profile, snug fit
• Two Sizes: XS - M, L - XXL

HALF-FINGER W/LEATHER PALM
49431/49531 (Black)
49431w/49531w (Black)

• Durable yet lightweight leather on
palm allows for light duty use as
glove, comfortable fit under other
work gloves

• Traditional half-finger design allows
for complete mobility of the fingers

• Spandex back for low profile, snug fit
• 4” elastic wrist support with stays

lends stability to the wrist, helps
maintain neutral position

• Two Sizes: XS - M, L - XXL

SIZING GLOVES PROPERLY
Measure around the hand at the widest
point of the palm. This may result in order-
ing a larger glove than your normal work
glove, due to the vibration protecting pad.

S 7.5” - 8”

M 8.5” - 9”

L 9.5” - 10”

XL 10.5”- 11”

XXL 11.5”- 12”

POLAR•GARD® VIBRATION REDUCING GLOVES
49913 (Pairs only)

• Exclusive molded Gelfôm pad covers
fingers and palm, reduces power tool
vibration exposure 

• 3M Thinsulate interior for flexible
protection from cold and damp 

• Unique waterproof inner lining
• Ergonomic design assures Gelfôm 

pad adds minimal thickness 
to original Polar•Gard glove 

• Meets ANSI S3.40 / EN ISO 10819
anti-vibration glove standards, 
EN388 (mechanical risk standard), 
and EN511 (cold standard).

• Durable cowhide leather 
• Heavy-duty safety cuff 
• Added knuckle protection 
• Two sizes: Large and XLarge 

SUMMERWEIGHT VIBRATION REDUCING GLOVES
52102 (Pairs only) 

• Cool, comfortable, compliant
• Gelfôm® vibration-reducing gel pads

at palm, finger and thumb crotch
• Conforms to anti-vibration standard

ANSI S3.40 / EN ISO 10819 
• Durable, flexible goatskin palm side
• Padded spandex topside designed for

summer / hot environment wear
• Sport style hook & loop wrist closure
• Sizes M - XXL

RIVETER’S GLOVE
49449
49453 with Wrist Support

• Developed with leading aircraft
manufacturer for specific dexterity and
protection needs of riveters 

• Effective protection for workers using
pistol grip tools in confined spaces or
when surrounded by hard surfaces

• Gelfôm® padded palm, knuckles, and
thumb span

• Stretch spandex body for flexible comfort
• Durable pigskin leather reinforced palm
• Ultra lightweight
• Available with or without wrist support
• Sizes XS-M, L-XXL

GELFÔM® SEAT CUSHION
GSPAD (Black)

• Features exclusive 3⁄4”
thick Gelfôm pad

• Durable canvas laminate
cover with tie-ons

• Hinged design lets
cushion fit seat shape

• Perfect for forklift, tractor
or other heavy equipment
operators with exposure
to whole-body vibration  • Size: 15” x 15” x 3/4”

VIBRATION REDUCING GLOVE LINERS
49031/49131 (Full-finger)
49231/49331 (Half-finger)

• Features patented Gelfôm pad in palm,
fingers and over thumb crotch

• Ideal when only occasional vibration
protection is required

• Spandex back gives low profile 
and breathability for comfort under
work gloves or specialized gloves

• Half-finger style ideal when vibration
protection is not required in fingers

• Half-finger design allows easy finger
mobility, even under other gloves

• Two Sizes: XS - M, L - XXL
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Potentially dangerous shock/impact forces generated while using high-impact
tools, using hands to strike objects, or using poorly designed tool handles can
lead to muscle, bone or soft tissue discomfort and injury. Kneeling on, pushing,
or merely contacting hard or sharp surfaces can result in contact stress pain
and injury.

A single layer of Gelpact® shock/impact material can reduce impact forces
reaching the hands by up to 55%, or provide cushioning protection against 
prolonged contact with hard surfaces. An essential component of Chase
Ergonomics’ Gelfôm® vibration-reducing gel material, Gelpact has been 
independently tested by Denmark’s Ingemansson Technology AB and 
proven to exceed the performance of other popular damping materials.  

The ability to precisely mold Gelpact pads results in maximum protection 
with minimum bulk, and allows designers to place Gelpact where it’s needed 
the most, without sacrificing 
manual dexterity, comfort, or fit.

Gelpact shock/impact material 
is now available in a variety of
products, including extreme sport
shoe soles, knee pads, gel insoles,
tool handle wrap and impact
absorbing work gloves.  

• Leather Gloves

• Lycra and Material Handling/Mechanic’s Gloves

• Tool and Handle Wrap

-Gelpact palm pad protects from contact stress

-Kevlar stitching prevents glove seam burst

-stretchable, flexible, lightweight material for long-wearing comfort

-features exclusive Gelpact shock/impact padding

-durable leather covering on Lycra gloves fits specialty applications

-Gelpact shock/impact pad bonded to a textured urethane 7⁄8” wide gripping wrap

-44” length strip wraps an average-size handle; 25’ rolls wraps 5-7 handles

Important
differences in
product style
and function

Shock/Impact & Contact StressShock/Impact & Contact Stress

CUSTOM GELPACT APPLICATIONS
Gelpact can be custom-configured to meet your specific
requirements. Please call to discuss your ideas for shock/impact
and contact stress athletic or safety market applications.



GELPACT SHOCK/IMPACT MATERIAL
Gelpact protection dramatically reduces impact forces reaching the
hands. What this means to workers using impact-type tools is superior
protection from injury in a variety of applications. 

Independently tested 
by Europe’s leading
acoustics, noise and
vibration consulting lab –
Ingemansson Technology
AB – Gelpact far exceeds
the performance* of
other popular materials,
some of which actually
amplify forces reaching
the hand.

* Test results available on request.

Shock/Impact & Contact Stress
LYCRA GLOVES WITH GELPACT®/LEATHER PADS
50131/50231 (Wraparound pad)
50031 (Wraparound pad, pairs)
50331/50431 (Palm pad)
50301 (Palm pad, pairs)

• Shock absorbing Gelpact pad covered by
supple leather protects hands with 
CE certification for minimal risk

• Choose protection for the palm or 
for the hand edge when using the hand 
as a mallet

• Stretchy, comfortable Lycra glove
provides a snug, low profile fit

• Half-finger styling maintains 
excellent dexterity

• Sizes: S - XL

ULTRALIGHT MATERIAL HANDLER’S GLOVES
54421/54411 (Left/Right, Singles)
54431 (Pairs)

• Supple Clarino over a shock absorbing
Gelpact palm pad protects hand from
edges and points

• Patterned Spandex allows unimpeded
flexibility, keeps hands cool

• Plush fabric thumb and forefinger provide
a soft absorber

• Popular half-finger sport style maintains
excellent dexterity

• Sizes: S - XXL

ULTRALIGHT MECHANIC’S IMPACT GLOVES
54531 (Pairs only)

• Popular Ultralight Material Handler’s
glove with full fingers for added
protection (sure-gripping synthetic
leather palm, spandex back)

• Gelpact pad protects palm
• Patterned Spandex back allows full

flexibility, keeps hands cool
• Sizes: S - XXL, pairs only

GEL INSOLES WITH GELPACT
89001

• Designed to provide shock/impact
protection without affecting shoe fit.

• Terry fabric surface
• Three sizes cover Women’s 5 

to Men’s 13

GRIPSTRIP TOOL AND HANDLE WRAP
43236 (44” length, Retail pack)
43425 (25’ length, Bulk roll)

• Gelpact Shock/Impact strip (7⁄8” wide)
for best-yet contact stress protection

• Textured diamond-pattern grip surface
allows excellent tool control 

• Special 3M adhesive firmly attaches
strip to most surfaces 

• Use to wrap handles, railings, levers
and other gripping surfaces

• Works on round or squared shapes
• Retail pack GripStrip wraps one

average handle (hammer size)
• Bulk roll (25 foot length) wraps

approximately 5 - 7 handles
depending on size

PADDED KNEE SHIELD
55001 (Rubber, Non-marking White)
55031 (Rubber, Black)
55131 (ABS Plastic, Black)

• Generous area of protection
• Flexible rubber shields are non-slip
• Soft padded backs
• Secure, ‘no-pop’ rivet system
• Rivets recessed to prevent damage 

to kneeling surfaces
• Two wide elastic straps fasten 

with hook and loop
• One size covers all

CONTOUR KNEE PAD
55220 (Safety Orange)
55300 (Black) 
• Gelpact shock/impact padding 

shields knees from hard, rough 
and uneven surface contact

• Flat kneeling surface ensures
stability, gripper bumps reduce risk
of slipping

• Two ways to strap pad on leg
• Enhanced on-off clips for quick

donning and removal
• High visibility Safety Orange or Black
• One size fits all

55031 55131

55001

800-621-5436 12



Fact

You’ll find these
items to be

indispensable in the
workplace.

If seeing is believing, then you’ll need to have these presentation aids in

your arsenal. Materials for the trainer, the safety officer or the concerned

employer help explain the role of PPE in workplace ergonomics.

POWER TOOL
VIBRATION WALL POSTER
64700 (English/Spanish) 
64800 (English/French)
• Explains exposure risk of using power

tools
• Details HAVS (Hand/Arm Vibration

Syndrome)
• Introduces Decade® Vibration Reducing

Gloves
• 5 posters per pack

POWER TOOL VIBRATION
CALCULATOR WHEEL
64850
• Converts tool speed (RPM)

to frequency (Hz)
• Indicates transmissibility characteristics of Gelfôm pad
• Threshold Limit Values (TLVs) for Hand/Arm Vibration
• Indicates recommended glove choice

GRIPSTRIP DEMO HANDLE
64855
• Quality wooden hammer handle 
• Wrapped with one 44” GripStrip Tool Wrap
• Compact, efficient demonstration aid

TRAINING VIDEO
63000 (English) 63400 (Spanish) 63200 (PAL Eng.)
Professionally produced 10 minute video includes:
• Chase Ergonomics introduction and mission statement 
• Classification of types of back problems
• How to wear a Decade® back support
• Correct lifting techniques demonstration
• Reinforcement of employer back safety program

SAFE LIFTING WALL CHART
64000 (English & Spanish)
• Full color 
• English on one side, Spanish on other
• Six-step illustration of proper lifting techniques
• Reinforces lifting section of training video
• Package of 5 posters

CANVAS DUFFEL BAG
10033 (Large, 23” x 10” x 73⁄4”)
10030 (Small, 14” x 10” x 6”)
• Durable black canvas with wrap-around straps
• Decade® logo tag on both sides
• Dual zipper pulls

PERFECT FIT BACK SUPPORT SIZING STRAP
64750
• Accurate measurement for all styles 
• Covers sizes XSmall - XXXLarge
• Ensures ordering of proper size for each employee
• Reusable/washable nylon construction
• For sizing only - NOT A BACK SUPPORT

COMPLETE TRAINER’S KIT
60000
• Instructor-oriented research and position papers 

on back safety issues
• One Safety Training video – English or Spanish
• Ten Back Safety Video Review Quiz Sheets
• Two Answer Keys 
• Ten Certificate of Achievement employee awards
• Five Safe Lifting wall charts

CONTOUR KNEE DISPLAY
80107 (Counter-top display with materials)
• Counter-top display box holds one demo knee pad (included) for customer

tryout, plus 25 brochures explaining Contact Stress hazards
• See-through demo knee pad shows gel placement
• Carton-packed with 3 pair of regular Contour Knee Pads

Sales & Presentation AidsSales & Presentation Aids



PPE Workers Want to WearPPE Workers Want to WearPPE Workers Want to Wear



• Meets ANSI Z87.1+ (high impact); 
and Z80.3 (color traffic signal recognition)

• Tough polycarbonate lens and frame.
• Blocks 100% UVA and UVB radiation – proven links to cataracts. 
• Scratch-resistant H2 coating gives long life and crystal clarity 

for safer vision.
• Neoprene pads at frame hinges bolster side-shield protection.
• Temple insert pads enhance comfort and fit.
• Value line glasses come with soft drawstring case and 

yellow cord retainer with breakaway safety clips. 
• These glasses even float. 
• Two clear plus three color selections available:
90214 - Black frame, smoke lens
90215 - Black frame, smoke mirror lens
90216 - Brown frame, brown lens
90217 - Clear frame and lens
90218 - Clear mirror frame and lens
90213 - Neoprene keeper strap with Body Glove Safety™ print logo,

break-away clips (sold separately, black /yellow) 

• All styles meet ANSI Z87.1+ (high impact.)
• Lenses meet ANSI Z80.3 (color traffic signal recognition). 
• 100% protection from UVA and UVB radiation.
• H2 scratch-resistant coating provides long life.
• Patented foam pads at temples and frame interior enhance side-shield protec-

tion and fit.
• Available with prescription lenses from Body Glove Safety™ distributors or via

www.chaseergo.com.
• Premium styles come with soft micro-fiber drawstring case and black cord

retainer with break-away clips.

Polarized: Polarized lenses absorb the horizontal lightwaves that cause
glare from light bouncing off water, sand, snow and glass or metal surfaces.
Reduced glare eases eyestrain and muscle fatigue from constant squinting. Polar-
ized lenses are available in our dual lens precision frames, in four tortoiseshell
color patterns. Choose Gray Lens for the smallest amount of color distortion.
Available in: Brown Tortoise Frame with Brown Lens; Black, Silver or Ice Blue
Tortoise Frame with Gray Lens.

24/7 (Photochromic): No need to give up the protection 
of safety glasses when heading outside or when light changes throughout the
day. Lenses change from Gray 1 to Gray 3 depending on UV exposure. Tint is
light enough for safe use indoors, ideal for workers moving between light and
dark workspaces. Available in: Brown, Black, Silver or Ice Blue Tortoise Frame
with Gray 1 to Gray 3 Lens.

Infrared: True color recognition infrared eyewear reduces heat, dryness
and resulting eye fatigue without color distortion. Excellent choice for those operat-
ing in hot, dry environments or for workers passing infrared-generating plant oper-
ations. Safe for stop-and-go driving and James Bond types who need to be able to
distinguish the red wire from the green wire before the clock reaches 0:01. Available
in: Black, Silver or Ice Blue 
Tortoise Frame with Color-Neutral Gray Lens.

Precision Plano: Body Glove International's stylish surfer frames

updated to meet the Z87.1+ safety standard. Dual lens design and fine finishing
make this the durable plano spec for long-term wear. Available Frame/Lens com-
bos: Brown Tortoise/
Brown; Brown, Black, Silver or Ice Blue Tortoise with Clear Lens; Black, Silver or Ice
Blue Tortoise with Gray Lens.

90216

90215

90214

90218

90213

90217

Value Line Safety Glasses

Premium Safety GlassesPremium Safety Glasses

Ice Blue Black

Brown Silver

Brown Light Gray Dark Gray Lt to Med Gray

U.S. Patents 6,059,408 and 6,513,925

Determine part numbers based on frame and lens combinations. See the
Product Order Guide for specific numbers.1 800-621-5436



Safety eyewear:

displays and prescription programs

Body Glove Safety 

Product Focus

2800-621-5436

ANSI Z87.1+ and Z80.3

Showcase Body Glove Safety glasses in
style.

• Rotates for easy access to all sides
• Holds 48 pair of glasses in bags 

plus 24 neoprene keeper straps
• 4 demo pair of glasses on chains 

allow buyers to try each style
• Includes two mirrors
• Product contains UPC-A labelling

Display Kit Contents:
4 doz. - Clear frame/Clear lens 
3 doz. - Black frame/Smoke lens
3 doz. - Black frame/Smoke-mirror lens
2 doz. - Brown frame/Brown lens
24 neoprene Keeper Straps
4 demo pair glasses

90212

Countertop display showcases 
and protects Premium styles.

• Rotates for easy access, restocking 
and storage

• Locking crystal-clear display case
• Built-in, non-locking storage cabinet holds empty

packaging for display pairs
• Mirror included
• Attractive tropical or watersport photos enforce Body

Glove Safety image
• Product contains UPC-A labelling

Ask about our new prescription 
safety eyewear programs. We fill prescriptions 
for all Premium styles, including 
Precision, 24/7 Photochromic, 
Infrared and Polarized.

Distributors: we now offer 
an Rx Promo Package.  Let
your customers know you handle
Body Glove Safety Prescription eye-
wear with a window sticker and a
countertop or hanging sign. 

All order forms and easy-to-follow
directions for 
participating in the program are included in the 
package, so you can hit the ground running 
when the orders come in. 

www.chaseergo.com

90219

90211

What’s the right color?

• Lenseless fitting frames demonstrate the 
fit and feel of Body Glove Safety eyewear

• Four frame colors available:
Brown Tortoise (90289)
Black Tortoise (90290)
Silver Tortoise (90291)
Ice Blue Tortoise (90292)



90120

BGS Accupressure®

Back Support

• Biomechanically reduces over-reaction
of back muscles during an unexpected
loading event (accident).

• Developed in conjunction 
with the University of Iowa’s Spine
Research Center, the Accupressure back
support offers a holistic approach 
to protection supported by 
cutting-edge biomechanical study.

• Number of spring steel 
boning stays varies with 
support size.

• Tradewinds™ breathable
neoprene construction.

• Patent pending. 
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90140

Extrication 

GLOVE

• Tradewinds breathable neo-
prene construction prevents
heat buildup, even during
stressful operations.

• Cut- and abrasion-
resistant grip surface on the
palm and fingers.

• Molded hard-shell knuckle
cage

• Gelpact® palm padding gives additional shock/impact protection.
• Elastic gathered cuff extension prevents debris entry.
• Sold as pairs in sizes Small - XXLarge.

Small 28” - 32”
Medium 33” - 37”
Large 38” - 44”
XLarge 45” - 51”
XXLarge 52” - 56”

Measure around hips just below the

3 800-621-5436
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90101* Adjustable Wrist Wrap

• Ambidextrous styling, 
one size fits most wrists.

• Locks in proper position over
wrist joint.

• Tradewinds 100% breathable 
open-cell neoprene.

• Easy on-off and adjustment.

90101

90102 Magnetic Wrist Wrap

• Ambidextrous, one size fits most.
• Locks in proper position over 

wrist joint.
• Tradewinds breathable neoprene.
• Soft, flexible, deep penetrating unipolar
magnet comfortably 
surrounds the wrist joint.
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90103* Ambi Single Tension 

Wrist Support

• Tradewinds breathable
neoprene.

• Reversible tension strap 
converts brace to fit 
either wrist.

• Spiral stays under wrist encourage neutral position.
• Open finger design allows finger and hand dexterity.
• Industrial users refer to this style brace as “carpal tunnel 

wrist brace.”

90103

90160*
Tennis Elbow Support

• Tradewinds breathable neoprene wrap-around
construction with adjustable strap.

• Supplies controlled compression 
and support to help relieve 
painful tendonitis.

• Single size fits all.

90161  

Elbow Support

• Tradewinds breathable neoprene con-
struction, mauser taped seam.

• Contoured fit, lined for comfort.
• Provides breathable compression and sup-

port.
• Helps relieve tendonitis, sprains, “tennis

elbow” and arthritis.
• Sizes Small - XLarge.

90160

90161

90167  

Elbow Sleeve with Strap

• Tradewinds breathable neoprene 
construction, mauser taped seam.

• Contoured fit and lined for comfort.
• 2-inch wide adjustable strap 

provides extra compression below 
the elbow, allowing healing to occur while con-
tinuing to work.

• Helps relieve pain from tendonitis, sprains, “ten-
nis elbow” and arthritis.

• Sizes Small - XXLarge.
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90132*
Unisize Elbow Wrap

• Tradewinds breathable neoprene 
eliminates heat buildup.

• Contours to fit the individual.
• Gives gentle support for sore muscles.
• Helps relieve pain from tendonitis, sprains, “ten-

nis elbow” and arthritis.
• Single size fits all.
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*Available as part of easy-inventory unisize product
assortment. Part # 90104
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90130 / 90131*
Unisize Knee SupportS

• 10” Tradewinds breathable
neoprene construction.

• Open patella design.
• Helps stabilize knee, relieve 

pain and prevent injury.
• Contoured fit and lined 

for maximum comfort.
• One size fits all.
• 90130 style features integrated 

stays to increase knee stability.

90189 Knee Support

• 10” sleeve helps stabilize knee, relieve pain,
and prevent injury.

• Tradewinds 100% open-cell 
neoprene construction provides breathable com-

pression and support. 
• Mauser taped seam, contoured fit and lined for

maximum comfort.
• Sizes Small - XLarge. 9

0
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90173 Ankle Support

• Tradewinds breathable neoprene 
construction.

• Mauser taped seams.
• Gives breathable support, compression 

for ankle and achilles tendon.
• Helps relieve sprains, reduce swelling 

and prevent injuries.
• Sizes Small - XLarge.
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90125 MVP Knee Support

• 13” Tradewinds breathable
neoprene construction.

• Four spring steel stays for 
lateral and medial support.

• Open patella design provides extra stability for
knee cap, eliminates frontal pressure.

• Mauser taped seams, lined interior and con-
toured fit for comfort.

• Sizes Small - XLarge
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90195

padded Knee Support

• 12” Tradewinds breathable
neoprene construction.

• Superior 1/2” energy absorbing 
pad protects against impact and 
abrasion, and helps stabilize knee.

• Mauser taped seam, contour fit 
and lined for maximum comfort.

• Excellent for wear under long pants
• Sizes Small - XLarge

90201

Open Knee Support

• 10” Tradewinds breathable
neoprene construction.

• Open patella design.
• Helps stabilize knee, relieve 

pain and prevent injury.
• Mauser taped seam, contoured fit 

and lined for maximum comfort.
• Sizes Small - XLarge
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90177*
Universal Ankle Support

• Tradewinds breathable neoprene 
construction, nylon lined.

• Universal one size ankle wrap.
• Dual tab tension adjustment.

• Supports while providing 
compression to soft tissues.
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Tradewinds
Open-cell neoprene, 

100% breathable.
Provides compression without

the heat 
retention.

Won’t close up 
when folded or bunched. 

Airprene

Holes drilled through
closed-cell neoprene
for ventilation.

Closed-

Cell Neo-

prene

Not breathable.
Holds hot/cold tem-

4800-621-5436
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* Available as part of easy-inventory unisize product assortment. Part # 90104



90109 Molded Insoles 

w/Gelpact®

• Gelpact is proven to reduce damaging impact
and contact stress forces.

• Three sizes trim to fit 
Women’s 5-13 and Men’s 6-13.

• Premium replacement insole.
• Ideal for use with injection-molded footwear.
• Distributors – countertop display available:

holds 48 bagged pair.
9
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90146

Deluxe Ice Pack Wrap

• Premium medical plush neoprene wrap.
• Patented, adjustable design.
• Easiest way to secure cold or 

hot thermal packs.
• Provides compression and keeps 

thermal pack in place.
• Wide-mouth bottle included.
• Fits shoulder, back, and neck. 

90146

90148 Pro Thermal Wrap

• Team model neoprene thermal wrap. 
• Adjustable, durable and reusable. 
• Best way to secure and apply 

thermal packs of all sizes.
• Insulates to extend the length of time 

thermal packs remain cold or hot.
• Designed to hold conventional bags of ice and keep

them in position.90148

U.S. Patent 4,585,003

Body Glove Safety Logo items

90150

90153
License frame
only; plastic.

10” x 10” x 24” bag
holds 1.4 cu. ft. of
product samples or
your weekend gear.
Durable canvas shell
with rigid floor and
movable dividers.

Adhesive stickers, 4” x 53⁄8”90152

90178

Speed Lace Ankle Brace

• Patented exoskeletal technology incorporat-
ed into a premium soft ankle brace.

• Speed laces for easy adjustability.
• Slim profile fits comfortably 

inside shoes. Lightweight.
• Dramatic increase in stability.
• Sizes Small - XLarge.

90147 

Ice/Water Bottle

• All purpose 11” bottle of durable nylon
and rubber materials.

• Wide mouth accommodates easy filling
with ice or hot water.

• Available separately for ice pack wrap bot-
tle replacement.

90145

Deluxe Ice Pack Wrap 

for Knee & Elbow

• Unique patented design, adjustable.
• Plush, premium medical closed-cell neoprene

wrap.
• Easiest way to secure cold or hot thermal

packs.
• Provides compression and keeps bottle in

place.
• Wide-mouth bottle included.
• Fits knee, ankle, wrist, and elbow.

90147

U.S. Patent 5,713,837.   Other U.S. and foreign patents pending.

U.S. Patent  #4,585,003

90108

Kinetic Knee Shield

Serious protection for

serious work. 

• High-impact polyurethane shell.
• Exclusive Gelpact® pad cushions interior impact

area.
• Easy on-off straps adjust to 

personal comfort, attach two ways 
for use with trousers or shorts.

90129

Trax Knee Pad

• Firm EVA foam outer - same as used in
high-end athletic shoes.

• Interior features soft bi-level “egg carton”
EVA patella pad.

• Sure-gripping surface pattern.
• One size, sold in pairs.
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